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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Digital Check and KICTeam sign development
agreement for new scanner cleaning cards
AUBURN, Maine – August 13, 2015:– KICTeam, Inc. and Digital Check Corp. announced today
the signing of a joint development and marketing agreement for the sale of cleaning products
that are specially optimized for use with Digital Check’s line of check scanners and related
devices. The new scanner cleaning cards, which use KICTeam’s patented Waffletechnology®
system, offer significant design improvements over previous-generation cleaning products, and
are expected to be available before the end of the year for Digital Check’s CheXpress® CX30,
TellerScan® TS240, and BranchXpress® BX7200 model scanners.
In factory testing, the new KICTeam cards have been shown to remove more dirt and debris
than existing products due to their textured design, while employing longer-lasting and more
environmentally friendly solvents. Digital Check Corp. and KICTeam jointly engaged in the
development of the new cards over a period of several months, engineering them specifically
for the best results in Digital Check-branded scanners.
“It is extremely important that KICTeam is able to work directly with Digital Check’s engineers
in order to develop a custom cleaning card that is optimized for use with Digital Check’s
devices,” said Erin Bridges, Product Manager of KICTeam.
Rick Ooten, Digital Check’s director of product management, reinforced that the newly
developed cards are uniquely suited to cleaning the tight spaces and precision components
contained inside a scanner’s feed path.
“The difference in effectiveness between the new KICTeam cards and most products currently
on the market is noticeable,” Ooten said. “For example, the lens of a check scanner ordinarily
has to be cleaned by hand, because most cleaning cards do not make enough contact with the
camera glass. But the three-dimensional ‘waffle’ design on the new cards makes sure that it is
in contact with all the necessary internal parts, and cleans the lens thoroughly without
damaging it in any way.”
The improved solvent helps the new cards stay fresh for longer when opened – improving their
effective useable time to several minutes, compared with 90 to 120 seconds for traditional
alcohol-based cleaning products. It also means they are no longer subject to the growing
number of regulations surrounding isopropyl alcohol for transportation and environmental
purposes.
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Once available, KICTeam’s Waffletechnology cards will be the official manufacturer-endorsed
cleaning cards for all current-generation Digital Check scanners, Ooten stated.
“Digital Check is extremely pleased with the arrangement to jointly develop a product that we
can fully endorse and support for use in a preventive maintenance program. This is the first
cleaning product explicitly designed for our line of check scanners, and our customers will
notice the difference.”
The product will be available via the existing sales channels of both companies.
About KICTeam
KICTeam is the world leader in designing and manufacturing custom disposable products that
include cleaning solutions which increase operational efficiency and reduce device
maintenance and ownership costs. Since the introduction of patented Waffletechnology® in
2004, KICTeam has educated thousands of major companies across multiple industries, in the
fast, easy, money saving techniques and the benefits of preventative equipment cleaning. The
Auburn, Maine, USA, facility includes production, warehousing, order fulfillment and sales and
executive offices. KICTeam has production, regional servicing and distribution in the UK, and
offices in Canada, Oceania, Europe, Brazil and Singapore. For more information, visit
www.kicteam.com.
About Digital Check
Digital Check Corp. (DCC), headquartered in Northbrook, IL, provides superior check and
document scanner products for teller, branch automation, remote deposit capture, and remote
lockbox applications. The Northbrook, Ill.-based company was named one of Bank Technology
News’ "Ten Technology Companies to Watch" in 2008 for its innovative products, and received
a Bank Technology News’ Innovators Award for its affordably-priced CheXpress CX30 scanner.
Digital Check’s SB, BranchXpress®, TellerScan® and award-winning CheXpress® series of
electronic scanners are among the most cost-effective and reliable in the industry, and provide
high-quality images with precise MICR accuracy.
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